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Unlock your full potential to discover how
personalised health can lift your energy, body

shape and unique talents to new heights. 
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What is Personalised Health & Nutrition? 
 
Personalised health and nutrition is a way of understanding our uniqueness that results from an 
interaction between our genetic code (DNA) in every cell of our body and the environment our 
bodies are exposed to. The expression of our DNA in response to all of our major lifestyle factors 
(food, exercise, social satisfaction, physical environment, career and mindset) is known as 
epigenetics which is at the essence of our uniqueness. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
By understanding how we can adjust our lifestyle to provide the best possible expression of our 
DNA blueprint is where epigenetics becomes a powerful way of having the healthiest outcomes.  
And not just physical health but a feeling of being lighter, more energised, refreshed and happier 
about your body and what life has to offer. 
 
The science of epigenetics is advancing rapidly, particularly in regard to the influence of our 
environment and individual lifestyle. However, very few of us understand the lifestyle habits 
needed to allow for optimal expression of our DNA to provide the best health outcomes and 
quality of life. 
 
Thankfully, we now have the technology for everyone to become aware of their unique epigenetic 
profile and to start practicing their healthiest lifestyle using a revolutionary new personalised 
health platform known as ph360. 
 
The platform uses measures of your body, questions about your health history, genetic lineage, 
environment and lifestyle. Over 10,000 data points are captured during this process that 
measure your genes, how they are currently behaving, and importantly what to you need do 
to put your genes in their optimal state. Rather than giving you a whole lot of information 
about your genes that doesn’t make sense, you are given the specific actions to take…  
 
Information about your best foods, exercise regime, sleep schedule, climate, and an in-
depth understanding of your brain at work, socially and in general function. With all of this 
incredible information available it’s possible to:  
  
Take the guesswork out of food and know what's best for your genetic profile when it comes 
to nutrition - no more fad diets… 
 
Know the best time and type of exercise to maximise your weight reduction and improve 
your energy and… 
 

Your 
genes Your environment & 

lifestyle 

Your 
unique 

YOU 
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Understand your brain and its strengths so you can use it in the right way to be in your 
natural flow with less stress and greater productivity.  
 

 
 

 
 
 
 

Is Personalised Health & Nutrition Coaching for Me? 
 
If you answer YES to the following, personalised health and nutrition coaching is definitely 
for you...  
 
● Do you want a sustainable nutrition and fitness plan that has all the tools for reshaping 

your physique and increasing energy? 

● Do you want to end the frustration of poor food choices and never staying on track with 
nutrition and fitness long enough to see results? 

● Are you always feeling tired, often skip meals and snacks, struggle to find time to 
exercise or just can’t get off the couch? 

● Do you have a hectic schedule, travel a lot and struggle with food choices on the go? 

● And finally, do you want to bring to reality a new level of energy, wellbeing and 
happiness you’ve always been thinking about.   

  

Body 
Measures
• Height
• Weight
• Girths

Questions
• Health history
• Genetic lineage
• Environment
• Lifestyle

Personalised 
Profile
• 15 layers of science
• Includes mind,  
career, fitness, food, 
social, place

Figure 1: The sequence for determining your unique epigenetic profile 
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Your Coach – Dr Nick Kimber… 
 
I have always enjoyed pushing the boundaries and exploring 
what’s possible in life. 
  
It’s this drive that lead me to completing not one but four degrees 
over 12 years, the highest being a PhD in the area of post-exercise 
muscle metabolism in well-trained humans...I’ve got the science 
covered. 
  
I have a real thirst for knowledge and enjoy sharing this with 
others even more. 
  
In fact, after finishing my doctoral studies, it was the desire to share my knowledge and 
make a difference in other people’s lives that compelled me to launch my own nutrition 
consultancy company called NutriFit Health and Fitness Solutions. 
  
I lead from the front with healthy eating although my favourite food is cheesecake…it’s my 
“5th foodgroup”. 
  
I’ve assisted a wide range of individuals to have nutrition breakthroughs with my own 
NutriFit Program for many years, however, I now specialise in personalised nutrition 
and health coaching using a revolutionary and comprehensive online platform called ph360. 
  
Educating and empowering others to become the best version of themselves through 
optimal nutrition and health is immensely fulfilling and something I take pride in being 
effective at, but it wasn’t always this way… 
  
When consulting with others using my own NutriFit Program for the past decade, there have 
been some individuals who I wasn't able to help achieve the results they desired. While 
there can be many reasons for this, in the back of mind I had a sense something was missing 
and knew there had to be a way of tailoring my approach more. 
  
It was driving me crazy that I had studied for so long and accumulated a lot of knowledge but 
couldn’t understand how to effectively personalise my coaching… 
  
That was until I discovered something which gave me the breakthrough I had been searching 
for... 
  
And when I finally did, my ability to create results for others completely changed… 
  
My “ah-ha moment” that changed everything… 
  
I was listening to a podcast by Lisa Tamati (the first guest on my own Food Fit with Dr Nick 
podcast) and discovered a personalised health platform called ph360 that would allow me to 
optimise nutrition and health outcomes without the guesswork. 
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In this ah-ha moment, it was like a whole series of lights on the runway became visible and I 
knew I had found the missing piece of the puzzle with providing a personalised approach. 
  
Listening to this podcast gave me one of my biggest breakthroughs... 
  
I finally realised the nutrition framework I had been using is more aligned with a one size fits 
all model and doesn't adequately acknowledge our unique genetic makeup or constitution 
- different people actually need different support.   
  
Before long, I was on the phone to Dr Cam McDonald, a personalised health and epigenetics 
specialist who was being interviewed on Lisa's show to find out how I can start using the 
ph360 platform and ultimately become a ph360 health educator. 
  
The shift in my effectiveness as a nutrition and health consultant has been dramatic. I can 
now help people just like you to better understand yourself and your health on a genetic, 
mental and physical level. I'm also able to coach in a way that supports your brain, body and 
best health. 
  
And if you choose to finally master your nutrition and health, the best part is that you won’t 
have to do this alone as you’ll have my support every step of the way. 
 
I look forward to working with you soon. 
 
Regards, 

 
Dr Nick Kimber, PhD 
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What Others Have Experienced Working with Dr Nick… 
 
Client testimonial from Charlie in Canterbury: 
 
I approached Nick back in May this year after he was recommended to me by a friend. I have spent 
many years battling to keep my weight down with polycystic ovarian syndrome and had IBS relating 
to certain foods I was eating that I struggled to identify.  
 
You name it, I had tried it all; Jenny Craig, Wright watchers, low carb, dieticians but never found 
something that I felt synchronised with my body and gave me the results I was looking for long term.  
 
Starting out with ph360 (I started with the Plus pack) and Nick’s coaching I noticed that everything I 
had ever been told, even by doctors and dieticians, got flipped on its head!  
 
No more 6 small meals a day - it was 3 meals with adjustments made on meal size and when to eat 
my biggest meal, when to exercise and guidelines on when to go to sleep and how to relax. I was 
impressed at the holistic, all round approach to my problems. 
 
Nick was just brilliant to work with and quickly identified that vegetarian may be the way to go for 
me. Within two days of eating only vegetarian recipes from the PH360 personalised platform all of 
my IBS symptoms disappeared!  Reflux decreased and weight started to come off! I was blown away 
by how easy it was if I stuck to the guidelines I was given. 
 
There have been times along the way where I have reverted back to my old eating habits and my 
body is quick to respond with symptoms re-emerging. Nick was very good at getting me back on track 
without feeling like I had failed and without feeling guilty. 
 
I am now heading in the right direction thanks to PH360 and Nick’s advice and unrelenting 
encouragement.  
 
If you have been struggling for years, like I had, and want to find a solution that is tailored and true to 
who you are, I can highly recommend you get in touch with Nick. 
 
  

As someone who wants to perform to the best of my ability 
and being somewhat naive to a performance based diet , Dr 
Nick was a perfect answer at the right time. With Dr Nick's 
guidance and expertise I have now the knowledge and 
motivation to eat in a way that maximizes my mental and 
physical performance, something that I value immensely. 
 
Dr Nick has a huge talent and expertise in the field of nutrition, 
and at every stage,  I felt I could 100% trust his nutritional 
coaching as his indepth knowledge and experience was 
exceptional. He's certainly someone who has dedicated his life 
to nutrition. 
 

Adding to his impressive qualifications Dr Nick performs his coaching with fantastic energy and in a 
truly inspirational way. Making the time with Nick was enjoyable and invigorating out of my busy 
working week. The skills Dr Nick has given me will be used for the rest of my lifetime!  
 
Thank you Dr Nick! 

 

Simon Standeven – Ray White Real Estate Agent  
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Client testimonial from Julie in Wellington: 
 
I came to Nick suffering from really bad stomach and digestive pain and bloating (IBS). I can’t believe 
that once Nick recommended the right foods and the best amounts to eat at the right time how 
quickly I got everything under control and feeling good. 
 
I also love trial running, so another aspect Nick had to solve was my nutrition for the long runs which 
we managed to have success with as well. I am in a really great place now with my energy, digestive 
health and nutrition.  
 
Big thanks to Nick 
 
 

The Time Has Arrived… 
 
The time to truly personalise your nutrition and health to achieve your best results yet is 
here. 
 
Do you want to take the guesswork out of food, and know what's best for your genetic 
profile when it comes to nutrition - no more fad diets? 
 
Did you know exercising at the wrong time could cause fluid retention, increased stress and 
weight gain? 
 
Did you know that your brain and its strengths are genetically programmed and just waiting 
for you to use it in the right way?  
 
We now have the technology to understand all of the above and so much more. 
  
I can assist you using the revolutionary new personalised health platform is known 
as ph360 which is designed for those who want to better understand themselves and their 
health on a genetic, mental and physical level. 
  
Imagine starting each day knowing your bodies unique needs: your best foods, exercise, 
interactions, talents, physical environment and motivation... 
 
Imagine having access to a team of health professionals that understand your results and 
can turn your best intentions into your best results yet in a sustainable way... 
 
Imagine being able to redefine your success to look good, feel great and love life... 
  
If you want to finally break the cycle of feeling unmotivated and frustrated with your 
nutrition, exercise and health to have the results you've always wanted and deserve, I am 
here to make this happen. 
 
And finally, imagine a life where you are excited about the future and know your health will 
serve you for many years ahead. 
 
All of this will be possible for you using personalised health… 
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Individual Personalised Health & Nutrition Coaching Fees 
 
 

Package Description Fee 

Clarity Call 
● 30 min complimentary call to discuss personalised 

nutrition and health needs and provide a basic outline 
for moving forward. 

None 

Elevate Your 
Habits, Horizons 

and Health 

● 12-month ph360 membership# 
● 90 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 60 min follow up consultation with a summary report  
● 30 min additional follow up session 

$795 

Redefine Your 
Success to Look 
Good and Feel 

Great 

● 12-month ph360 membership# 
● 90 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 60 min follow up consultation with a summary report  
● Three 30 min additional follow up sessions 

$950 

Unleash the 
Best You for 

Living Life to the 
Fullest 

● 12-month ph360 membership# 
● 90 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 60 min follow up consultation with a summary report  
● Five 30 min additional follow up sessions 

$1095 

 
#12-month ph360 membership is valued at $295. 
Additional follow up consultations are $90 for 30 mins or $175 per hour. 
 
Money Back Guarantee 

ü If you’re not completely satisfied with the results you’ve achieved after the first 30 
days, you will receive a full 100% refund of your investment and still retain access to 
your ph360 membership. 
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Two-Person Personalised Health & Nutrition Coaching Fees 
 
 

Package Description Fee 

Clarity Call 
● 30 min complimentary call to discuss personalised 

nutrition and health needs and provide a basic outline 
for moving forward. 

None 

Elevate Your 
Habits, 

Horizons and 
Health 

● Two 12-month ph360 memberships# 
● 120 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 90 min follow up consultation with two summary reports  
● 60 min additional follow up session 

$1295 

Redefine Your 
Success to 

Look Good and 
Feel Great 

● Two 12-month ph360 memberships# 
● 120 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 90 min follow up consultation with two summary reports  
● Three 60 min additional follow up sessions 

$1595 

Unleash the 
Best You for 
Living Life to 
the Fullest 

● Two 12-month ph360 memberships# 
● 120 min comprehensive profiling session  
● 90 min follow up consultation with two summary reports  
● Five 60 min additional follow up sessions 

$1925 

 
#Two 12-month ph360 memberships valued at $550. 
Additional follow up consultations are $90 for 30 mins or $175 per hour. 
 
Money Back Guarantee 

ü If you’re not completely satisfied with the results you’ve achieved after the first 30 
days, you will receive a full 100% refund of your investment and still retain access to 
your ph360 membership. 

 


